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Now that some of you are perhaps already thinking of making travel arrangements for New Delhi, we want to stress here once again that Air India is our official carrier, and TCI is our official Indian travel agent arranging all accommodation and tours. On the back of the Bulletin we have presented more information about the Air India and TCI offices abroad.

However, you may not even need these addresses yourself - except to ask for leaflets about touristic destinations in India - since we have asked your national association to contact Air India and arrange group travel with them at highly competitive rates. At this stage, such arrangements for North America and Western Europe have already been finalized, while Air India offices worldwide have been informed about our congress and have been asked by headquarters to give all possible cooperation. So please contact your national association before making any definitive arrangements yourself.

Moreover, Air India headquarters guarantee seats for everyone intending to participate in the congress and will also reckon with desires for individual flight dates - since they also want to spread the congress traffic for those booking the pre- and/or post-congress tours mentioned in ISA Bulletin no. 38.

We have received a number of requests to acknowledge the receipt of mail. We literally receive thousands of abstracts, programmes and other assorted correspondence. To conserve the modest funds at our disposal for other purposes, it was decided that we should not write letters only to acknowledge receipt of something. We very much regret that financial constraints have forced us to take this decision.

Registration and Accommodation & Tours forms have been distributed. Additional copies are available from the ISA Secretariat, or may be made by photocopy.

19 June 1986 is the deadline for the reduced registration fees and for room reservations. A question has been raised about the definition of "ISA members" and "non-members". Let us clarify that "ISA members" are those who have paid individual membership dues to the ISA for the year 1986. All others are "non-members".

News from INOC (Indian National Organizing Committee).

INOC’s address: Centre for the Study of Social Systems School of Social Sciences Jawaharlal Nehru University New Delhi 110067, India
Cable: JAYENU

INOC National Committee includes:
all living Past Presidents of the Indian Sociological Society, eminent social scientists and educational administrators.

INOC Working Committee is composed of:
Chairman: Victor S. D’Souza
Co-Chairman: Y.B. Damle
Vice-Chairmen: M.S.A. Rao
Y. Singh
Secretary-General: T.K. Oommen
Associate Secretary-General: Dumm Chitnais
Treasurer: P.N. Mukherji

Sub-Committees:
National Promotion: K.L. Sharma
Documentation: K.S. Shukla
Press and Media: George Mathew
Accommodation: M.G. Sekhar
Tours & Transport: A.R. Satyed
Social Events: Karuna Chandana Ahmad
Resources Mobilization: A.P. Barnabas

There were some changes made in the schedule of the pre- and post-Congress workshops facilitated by INOC. The following information lists all planned sessions, as of 15 November 1985:

August 13-14, 1986
Univ of Hyderabad
Organizer: G.S. Aurora (Dept Sociology & Anthropology, Univ Hyderabad, Golden Threshold, Hyderabad 500001)

August 23-24, 1986
New Delhi
Organizer: Karuna Chandana Ahmad (Nehru Zakir Hussain Ctr, Jawaharlal Nehru Univ, New Delhi 110067)

August 23-24, 1986
Delhi University
Organizer: Max Weber and study of non-Western society
K.P. Gupta (F.18 Model Town, Delhi 110 009)

August 24-26, 1986
H.A.U., Hissar
Organizer: M.L. Sharma (Department Sociology, Haryana Agricultural Univ, Hissar, Haryana)

August 24-26, 1986
Univ Jodhpur
Organizer: Sociological prerequisites for the development of underdeveloped regions; the case of arid regions
S.K. Lall (Dept Sociology, Univ Jodhpur, Jodhpur, Rajasthan)

August 25-26, 1986
Univ Punjab
Organizer: Social development: processes and consequences
P.N. Pimpay (Dept Sociology, Univ Punjab, Chandigarh, Punjab)

August 25-26, 1986
Raipur
Organizer: Sociology of folk & elite culture
Indra Dev (Dept Sociology, Ravi Shankar Univ, Raipur, Madhya Pradesh)

August 25-26, 1986
Patna
Organizer: Urbanization and social change
B.N. Verma (52, Belvedere Drive, Yonker, N.Y. 10705, USA)

August 26-28, 1986
I.S.I., Calcutta
Organizer: Ideology, social formation & transformation
Suraj Bandypadhyay (Indian Statistical Inst, 203 Barrackpore Trunk Rd, Calcutta 700 035)

August 26-27, 1986
Kerala Univ
Organizer: Agrarian tension with special reference to South India
P.K.B. Nayar (Dept Sociology, Univ Kerala, Kollam, Trivandrum, Kerala 695 581)
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While the scientific activities of the Congress start on Monday, 18 August 1986, the administrative activities start on Saturday, 16 August 1986 and last till Saturday, 23 August 1986. For the various delegates and members of different committees and sub-committees, we publish here a timetable of their activities:

### Time Table of Administrative Meetings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1986</th>
<th>8:30 - 10:30</th>
<th>11:00 - 13:00</th>
<th>14:30 - 16:30</th>
<th>17:00-19:00</th>
<th>21:00-22:30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 August</td>
<td>Research Coordinating Cttee</td>
<td>Research Council - I meeting</td>
<td>Membership &amp; Finance Cttee</td>
<td>Old Executive Cttee - I meeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>CS, IS and SSIS Board</td>
<td>Publication Cttee</td>
<td>ISA Council - I meeting</td>
<td>Old Executive Cttee - II meeting</td>
<td>Nominating Cttee of ISA Council and reception of suggestions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 August</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 August</td>
<td>Nominating Cttee of ISA Council</td>
<td>Old Executive Cttee - III meeting</td>
<td>ISA Council - II meeting: elections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 August</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 August</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 August</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 August</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>ISA Council-III meeting</td>
<td>New Executive Cttee</td>
<td>Publication Cttee and CS, IS, SSIS Boards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 August</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Time Table of Academic Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1986</th>
<th>9:00 - 12:00</th>
<th>14:00 - 16:00</th>
<th>16:30 - 18:30</th>
<th>20:00-22:00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Presidential Session</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>AHG, AHS, SSO, Joint RC sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 18</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>WG</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>WG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Symposia</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>Symposia, AHG, AHS, SSO, Joint RC sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 19</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>WG</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>WG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>Symposia</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>AHG, cultural programme organized by INOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 20</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>WG</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>WG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>Symposia</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>Symposia, AHG, AHS, SSO, Joint RC sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 21</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>WG</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>WG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Symposia</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>Symposia, AHG, AHS, SSO, Joint RC sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 22</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>WG</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>WG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AHG = Ad Hoc Group
AHS = Ad Hoc Session
RC = Research Committee
SSO = Special Sessions by other associations
WG = Working Group
SYMPOSIUM I: Sociological Theories and Social Change

Program Coordinator: Alessandro Cavalli

Session 1: Conceptualising Social Structure and Social Change: A Critical Analysis
Chair: Andrije Zdравимыслов (Soviet Sociological Assoc, Kuzhianovskogo 24/35-5, 11299 Moscow, USSR)

Session 2: Linking Actors and Structures
Co-Chairs: Margaret Archer (Dept Sociology, Univ Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UK)
Peter M. Blau (Dept Sociology, Columbia Univ, New York, NY 10027, USA)

Session 3: The Time Element in Processes of Social Change
Co-Chairs: Niko Yanhel (Bulgarian Sociological Assoc, 278 Moskovska St, Sofia, Bulgaria)

Session 4: Beyond Pluralistic Coexistence towards Creative Comparison
Co-Chairs: Jeffrey C. Alexander (Dept Sociology, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024, USA)
Piotr Sztompka (Inst Sociology, Jagiellonian University, Grodzka 52, 31-004 Cracow, Poland, tel.32119)

SYMPOSIUM II: Social Institutions and Change

Program Coordinator: Helvin Kohn

Session 1: Changes within Institutions
Co-Chairs: Aaron AntonovskY (Dept Sociology of Health, Ben Gurion Univ of the Negev, P.O. Box 653, Beer Sheva, 84105 Israel)
Rance P.L. Lee (Inst Social Studies, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, NT, Hong Kong, tel.650656)

Session 2: Social Movements and Emerging Institutions
Co-Chairs: Fernando Calderon (ELASCO, Cason 875-3, Piso E, Buenos Aires, Argentina)
Ramkrishna Mucherjee (Cnr for Appraisal of Social Reality & Quality of Life, 177/3 Moore Ave, Calcutta 700040, India,)

Session 3: Relationship among Institutions
Co-Chairs: Jaylan T. Mortimer (Dept Sociology, Univ Minnesota, 114 Social Science, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455, USA)

SYMPOSIUM III: Science and Technology in Social Change

Program Coordinator: Joji Watanuki

Session 1: Positive and Negative Impacts of Scientific and Technological Development on Society
Co-Chairs: Veliko Dobrianov (Inst Sociology, Moskovska 13 A, Sofia 1000, Bulgaria)
Roberta SimDons (Univ Minnesota, Sociology, 114 Social Sciences Bldg, Minneapolis, MN 55455, USA)

Session 2: Problems of Controlling Scientific and Technological Development
Co-Chairs: Vilen N. Ivanov (Soviet Sociological Assoc, Kuzhianovskogo 24/35-5, 11299 Moscow, USSR)
A. Rahman (National Inst of Science and Technology and Development Studies, Hillside Rd, New Delhi 10012, India)

Session 3: The Information and Communication Revolution and its Impact on National and International Power Structures
Co-Chairs: Eddie C.Y. Kuo (Dept Sociology, National Univ Singapore, Kent Ridge 0511, Singapore)
Erwin Schienau (Inst Angew. Sozialforsch., Univ Köln, Greinstr 2, 5000 Köln 41, FRG)

Session 4: Science, Technology and Changes in Social Values
Co-Chairs: Kazimierz Doktor (Inst Philosophy & Sociology, Polish Academy of Sciences, Nowy Świat 72, 00-330 Warszawa, Poland)
Louis Mahieu (Dept Sociologie, Université de Montréal, C.P. 6128, Montréal, Québec H3C 3J7, Canada)
**SYMPOSIUM IV: Social Aspects of Economic Development**

Program Coordinator: Erwin Scheuch
(Inst für Angewandte Sozialforschung, Univ Köln, Greinstrasse 2, D-5000 Köln 41, FRG, tel.221-4702965)

Session 1: The Socioeconomic Meaning of Economic Crisis
Chair: Neil J. Smelser (Univ California, Sociology, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA)

Session 2: Strains in Economic Development
Co-Chairs: Walter Korpi (Swedish Inst Social Research, Stockholm Univ, 106 91 Stockholm, Sweden), Kalman Kolnár (Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Roosevelt tér 9, 1051 Budapest, Hungary)

Session 3: The Role of the State in Economic Change
Co-Chairs: Else Ronnén (Health & Social Policy Studies, Univ Bergen, Måvings Minde, 5000 Bergen, Norway, tel.5-212334), Robert Finkler (London School of Economics, London WC1A 2AE, United Kingdom)

Session 4: The Social Consequences of the Internationalization of the Economy
Co-Chairs: Nikolas I. Lapin (Inst Philosophy, USRN Academy of Sciences, Volhonka 14, Moscow, USSR), Alberto Martinelli (Sociologia, Univ Milano, Via Conservatorio 7, 20122 Milano, Italy)

Session 5: Alternative Paths of Economic Development
Co-Chairs: Stefan Donthofer (Inst Sociology, Moskovska 13 A, 1000 Sofia, Bulgaria), Ignacy Sachs (CIRIEC, Maisons des Sciences de l'Homme, 54 Bd.Raspail, 75270 Paris Cedex 06, France)

**SYMPOSIUM V: The Cultural Dimension of Social Change**

Program Coordinator: Margaret Archer
(Dept Sociology, University Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, United Kingdom, tel.203-24011)

Session 1: The Rise, Fall, and Resurrection of the Concept of Culture
Co-Chairs: Mike Featherstone (Dept Administrative & Social Studies, Teeside Polytechnic, Middlesbrough, Cleveland TS1 3BA, United Kingdom), Roland Robertson (Dept Sociology, Univ Durham, Division, UN Univ, 15-1 Shibuya 2-chome, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150, Japan, tel.3-496611)

Session 2: Cultural Contradictions and Cultural Continuities in Social Change
Co-Chairs: Nicholas Abercrombie (Dept Sociology, Univ Lancaster, Lancaster LA1 4LE, U.K.)

**RESEARCH COMMITTEES**

**RC 01 ARMED FORCES AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION**

Program Coordinator: Charles C. Moskos
(Dept Sociology, Northwestern Univ, Evanston IL 60201, USA, tel. 312-4925415)

Session 1: Part 1: Opening Talk by Charles C. Moskos (see the address above)
Chair: Maria Carrilho (Rua Feio Terenas 29 R/O, 1100 Lisbon, Portugal)

Session 2: New Directions in Military Sociology (cont'd)
Chair: Maria Carrilho (address above)

Session 3: Military and State
Chair: Ulf Sundhussen (Dept Government, Univ Queensland, St. Lucia, Queensland 4067, Australia)

Session 4: The Changing Faces of Religion
Chair: Jamies Beckford (Dept Sociology, Univ Durham, Elvet Riverside, New Elvet, Durham DH1 3JF, U.K., tel.643665)

Session 5: National Aspects of Cultural Development
Chair: Fernando Calderon (CLACSO, Calle 87S - 3º, Piso E, Buenos Aires, Argentina), Janusz Ziolkowski (Inst Sociology, Univ Poznan, Poznan, Poland)

**SYMPOSIUM VI: Sociological Aspects of Peace, Militarization and Conflict Resolution**

Program Coordinators:
Ulf Himmelstrand (Uppsala Univ, Dept Sociology, Box 513, 751 20 Uppsala, Sweden, tel.18-155400), Artur Meier (Academy of Educational Sciences, Dept Sociology of Education, Schulstrasse 25, 1100 Berlin, GDR, tel.480076)

Session 1: The Sociology of Peace. The State of the Art
Co-Chairs: Kihide Mashakoji (Regional & Global Studies Div, UN Univ, 15-1 Shibuya-2-chome, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150, Japan, tel.3-4928111), Tom R. Burns (Inst Sociology, Uppsala Univ, 751 20 Uppsala, Sweden)

Session 2: Peace Movements as Agents of Social Change
Co-Chairs: Ingrid Eide (Sociology Dept, Univ Oslo, Blindern, Box 1096, Oslo 3, Norway), Artur Meier (address above)

Session 3: Values and Conflict Resolution
Co-Chairs: Boris Grushin (Soviet Sociological Assoc., 8000 Munchen 40, FRG)

Session 4: The Causes and Consequences of Militarization
Co-Chairs: Robin Luckham (Development Studies, Univ Sussex, Brighton BN1 9RE, U.K.), Augusto Varas (Placido, Casilla 3213 Centro, Santiago, Chile)

Session 5: Sociological Aspects of War and Militarism
Chair: S.A. Tyushkevich (Inst Military History, University Prospect 14, Moscow 11730, USSR)

Session 6: Trends in Military Organization
Chair: Nicholas A. Jans (15 Brinsmead St, Pearce ACT 2607, Australia)

Session 7: Business Meeting
Chair: - to be announced
Session 9: Development and the Arms Race: A Third World Dilemma
Chair: Proshanta K. Handi (Dept Sociology, Sangamon State Univ, Springfield IL 62708, USA)

Session 10: Conscientious Objection
Chair: Hugh Smith (Dept Government, Royal Military College, Durnov, ACT 2600, Australia)

RC 02 ECONOMY AND SOCIETY

Program Coordinator: Barry M. Makler
(4206 Darlington Court, Palo Alto, CA 94306-4129, USA)

Session 1: Theoretical and Methodological Issues in the Study of the Economy and Society
Chair: Neel J. Smelser (Dept Sociology, Univ California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA)

Session 2: Origins and Consequences of Development Strategies
Chair: Gary Geroffi (Dept Sociology, Duke University, Durham, NC 27705, USA)

Session 3: State and Private Sector
Chair: Arnaud Sales (Dept Sociologie, Univ Montréal, C.P. 6128, Succ. "A", Montréal, P.Q. H3C 3J7, Canada)

Session 4: International and National Financial Institutions and Socio-Economic Policy
Co-Chairs: Barry M. Makler (see the address above)

Session 5: Entrepreneurship and Economic Elites
Chair: Alberto Martinelli (Dipt Sociologia, Univ Milano, via Conservatorio 7, 20122 Milano, Italy)

Session 6: Rural Development in the Third World
Co-Chairs: Manuel V. Cabral (Inst Ciencias Sociais, Edif. ISCTE, Ave. Forças Armadas Ala. Sul 1, 1600 Lisboa, Portugal)

Session 7: Transnational Corporations and Technology Transfers
Chair: Xiangping Chen (Dept Sociology, Duke Univ, Durham, NC 27705, USA)

Session 8: Informal Economies
Chair: Paulo Vieira da Cunha (CEBRAF, rua Morgado Mates 619, 04015 Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil)

Session 9: Sociology of Inflation: Distributional Conflict and Socio-Political Crisis
Co-Chairs: Tom Burns (Dept Sociology, Uppsala Univ, Box 513, 751 20 Uppsala, Sweden)

Session 10: Economic Development and Cultural Change
Chair: Ken’ichi Tomiznaga (Dept Sociology, Univ Tokyo, Hongo, Bunkyo-Ku, Tokyo 113, Japan)

Session 11: Joint session with RC 21 Sociology of Urban & Regional Development and Ad Hoc Group Sociology of Agriculture: The Agrarian Transition
Organizer: Enzo Mingione (Viale Piave 27, 20129 Milano, Italy)

RC 03 COMMUNITY RESEARCH

Program Coordinator: Dan Chekki
(Sociology, Univ Winnipeg, 515 Portage Ave, Winnipeg MB R3B 289, Canada)

Session 1: Fiscal Stress and Urban Policy Choices
Chair: Gerd-Michael Behlmer (Inst Sozialwissenschaftliche Forschung, Freie Univ Berlin, Sarrazinstr 11-15, 1000 Berlin 41, FRG)

Session 2: Volunteers and Community Service
Chair: Dan Ferrand-Neumann (Cntr d’Etudes des Solidarités Sociales, 9 Chemin de la Tour des Chênes, 38000 Grenoble, France)

Session 3: Contemporary Community: Change and Challenge
Chair: Dan Chekki (see the address above)

Session 4: Migration: Residential Choice and Community Location Decisions
Chair: Roland Liebert (Sociology and Survey Research Laboratory, Univ Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801, USA)

Session 5: Community Networks
Co-Chairs: Barry Wellman (Cntr Urban Community Studies, Univ Toronto, 563 Spadina Ave, Toronto M5S 1A1, Canada)

Session 6: Joint session with RC 24 Social Ecology: Metropolitan Change and Urban Policy
Co-Chairs: Bernd Rame (Univ Trier, FB IV Soziologie, Postfach 3825, 55 Trier, FRG)

Session 7: Joint session with RC 21 Urban Policy: Changing Relations Between Private and Public Sectors
Chair: Peter Janbroek (Law, Univ Ljubljana, Trg. Osoboditve 11, 61000 Ljubljana, Yugoslavia)

Session 8: Patterns and Issues in Community Research
Chair: Hellmut Wolmam (Freie Univ Berlin, 216 Surruanzinstr. 11-15, 1000 Berlin 41, FRG)

Session 9: Community Networks
Co-Chairs: Peter Janbroek (Law, Univ Ljubljana, Trg. Osoboditve 11, 61000 Ljubljana, Yugoslavia)

Session 10: Business Meeting

RC 04 SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION

Program Coordinator: Orlando Albornoz
(Universidad Central de Venezuela, Apartado 50.082, Caracas 1050-4, Venezuela)

Session 1: Production and Reproduction of Learning - South Asia Case
Chair: Suresh Shukla (V/12 NCERT Staff Flats, New Delhi 110016, India)

Session 2: Production and Reproduction of Learning - Latin America Case
Chair: Orlando Albornoz (see the address above)

Session 3: Relevance and Appropriateness of Education in the Developing Countries
Chair: Proshanta K. Handi (Dept Sociology, Sangamon State Univ, Springfield, IL 62708, USA)

Session 4: Empirical Educational Attainment Research
Chair: Jaap Bronkers (P.O. Box 19079, 1000 GB Amsterdam, The Netherlands)

Session 5: The Role of the State in Educational Change
Co-Chairs: Gero Leschert (Max-Planck Inst Bildungsforshung, Lentzeallee 90, 1000 Berlin 33, FRG)

Artur Weier (Academy of Educational Sciences, Schulstr. 29, 1100 Berlin, GDR)
Session 6: Joint session with RC 34 Sociology of Youth: Youth and Changes in Education
Co-Chairs: Jürgen Hartmann (Dept Sociology, Uppsala University, Box 513, 751 20 Uppsala, Sweden) and Fred Mahler (Research Centre of the Problems of Youth, Str. Omestii 4-5, Sect. 7, Bucharest, Romania)

Session 8: Education: the Value of Change, the Change of Values
Chair: Fred Mahler (address above)

Session 9: Business Meeting

RC 05 ETHNIC, RACE AND MINORITY RELATIONS
RELATIONS ENTRE LES RACES, LES ETHNIKES ET LES MINORITÉS

Program Coordinator: Peter Q. Reinsch
(ISA Secretariat, Oude Hoogstraat 24, 1012 CE Amsterdam, The Netherlands, tel.(02-5253584, cable: ISAGRAM)

Session 1: Contemporary Contexts and Directions in Race and Ethnic Studies

Session 2: Marxist Perspectives on Ethnicity and Nationalism
Chair: John Stone (Dept Social Science & Administration, Univ London, Goldsmith's College, New Cross, London SE 14 5BN, United Kingdom)

Session 3: Human Rights and Ethnicity
Chair: J.S. Frideres (Dept Sociology, Univ Calgary, 2500 University Drive N.W., Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4, Canada)

Session 4: The State as a Source of Ethnic Change
Chair: Sammy Smooha (Dept Sociology, Univ Haifa, Mt. Carmel, Haifa 31 999, Israel)

Session 5: Bedroaenue Actions Policies in International and Comparative Perspectives
Organizer: John A. Roos (Cntr Research in Ethnic Relations, Univ Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, United Kingdom)

Session 6: Business Meeting
Co-Chairs: Marshall Murphree (see the address above) and Peter Reinsch (see the address above)

Session 7: Race, Ethnicity and Education
Chair: Sally Tomlinson (Dept Educational Research, Univ Lancaster, Lancaster, LA1 4YL, United Kingdom)

Session 8: The Internal Social Organisation of Ethnic Collectivities
Chair: K.S. Nair (Univ Poona, Ganeshkhind, Pune, Maharashtra, India 411 007)

Session 9: Changes in the International Economic Order, Patterns of Migration and the Internationalization of Ethnic Issues
Chair: A.R. Sanyed (Dept Sociology, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi 110 025, India)

Session 10: Informal Session
Chair: Marshall Murphree (address above)

Session 11: Joint session with RC 25 Sociolinguistics: Restructuring Processes of Power and Hegemony in Race and Ethnic Relations
Co-Chairs: Chris Mulder (Cntr Race and Ethnic Studies, Univ Amsterdam, Prinsengracht 227, 1015 DT Amsterdam, The Netherlands) and Tove Skutnab-Kangas (Roskilde Universities-centre, Postbox 260, 4000 Roskilde, Denmark)

Session 12: Joint session with RC 22 Sociology of Religion: Religion, Race and Ethnicity
Co-Chairs: Lim Teck Ghee (Centre for Policy Research, University Sains Malaysia, Minden, Pulau Finang, Malaysia) and Bernard E. Segal (Dept Sociology, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH 03755, USA)

RC 06 FAMILY RESEARCH
RECHERCHES SUR LA FAMILLE

Program Coordinator: Stella N. Guash
(Dept Sociology, National University of Singapore, Kent Ridge 0511, Singapore, tel.7756666, tlx. UNISPO RS33943)

Session 1: Marital Dissolution
Chair: Jan Trost (Dept Sociology, Uppsala Univ, Box 513, 751 20 Uppsala, Sweden)

Session 2: Sharing Roles in the Family
Chair: Orjan Hultaker (Dept Sociology, Uppsala Univ, Box 513, 75120 Uppsala, Sweden)

Session 3: Family Conflict and Conflict Resolution
Chair: Laszlo Csok-Szombathy (Sociology Inst, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Ort utca 49, 1016 Budapest, Hungary)

Session 4: Changes in Family Structure
Chair: Betty E. Cognwell (Dept Family Medicine, Univ North Carolina, Blvd. 259 N, Chapel Hill, NC 27514, U.S.A.)

Session 5: Problems of Socialization
Chair: Hiroko Nishimura (Dept Sociology, Soka Univ, Hachioji, Tokyo 192, Japan)

Session 6 & 7: Social Policy and the Family: the dilemma of state-family boundaries
Chair: Wilfried Dunom (Inst Sociology, Univ Leuven, E. van Evenstraat 20, 3000 Leuven, Belgium)

Session 8: Business Meeting
Chair: to be announced

RC 07 FUTURES RESEARCH
RECHERCHES SUR LA FUTURÉLOGIE

Program Coordinator: Eleonora Mazini
(Casella Postale 6205, Roma Prati, Italy)

Session 1: Social Consequences of New Technologies in the Future: General Topic
Co-Chairs: Velichko Dobranov (Inst Sociology, Moskovska Street 13 A, Sofia 1000, Bulgaria) and Ellen B. Hill (6524 Cavigliano, Ticino, Switzerland)

Session 2: Social Consequences of New Technologies in the Future: Work
Chair: Tony Charles (Dept Sociology, North Staffordshire Polytechnic, Leek Road, Stoke-on-Trent ST4 2DF, United Kingdom)

Session 3: Social Consequences of New Technologies in the Future: Private Life
Co-Chairs: Victor Scardigli (CNRS-MCE, 82 rue Cardinal, 75017 Paris, France, tel.42670760) and Serge Poull (988 Dufferin, Longueuil, Quebec JUK 4K7, Canada)

Session 4: Social Consequences of New Technologies in the Future: Cultural Life and Information
Co-Chairs: Anna Anfossi (Via Corso Flum, 1013 Torino, Italy) and Ruth Meyer (Dept Sociology, Univ Bern, Speichergasse 29, 3011 Bern, Switzerland)

Session 5: Social Consequences of New Technologies in the Future: Public Services
Chair: Anna Goen (Via di Villa Albani 26/A, 00198 Roma, Italy)

Session 6: Social Consequences of New Technologies in the Future: Cultural Life and Information
Co-Chairs: Anna Anfossi (Via Corso Flum, 1013 Torino, Italy) and Ruth Meyer (Dept Sociology, Univ Bern, Speichergasse 29, 3011 Bern, Switzerland)

Sessions 7: Social Consequences of New Technologies in the Future: Public Services
Chair: Anna Goen (Via di Villa Albani 26/A, 00198 Roma, Italy) and Andrej Siniak (Polish Academy of Sciences, Palace Kultury i Nauki, 00-901 Warszawa, Poland)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session 1: Business meeting</th>
<th>Co-Chairs: Romesh Thapar (The Seminar, P.O. Box 338, New Delhi 1, India)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Session 2: Concepts of Oriental Societies in the History of Sociology</td>
<td>Chair: Bryan S. Turner (Dept Sociology, Massachusetts Inst of Technology, 595 Commonwealth Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 3: Sociologists and Fascism (I)</td>
<td>Chair: Dirk Kessler (address above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 4: Sociologists and Fascism (II)</td>
<td>Chair: Dirk Kessler (address above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 5: Sociologists and Fascism (I)</td>
<td>Chair: Dirk Kessler (address above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 6A: Sociologists and Fascism (I)</td>
<td>Chair: Dirk Kessler (address above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 7: Building National Traditions in Sociology after World War II (I)</td>
<td>Chair: Nikolai Genov (Inst Sociology, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Moskovska 13 A, Sofia 1000, Bulgaria)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 8: Building National Traditions in Sociology after World War II (II)</td>
<td>Co-Chairs: Hans Joos (Max Planck Inst Bildungsforschung Lentzeallee 94, 1000 Berlin 33, FRG) and Helmut Steiner (Inst Soziologie und Sozialpolitik, Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR, Otto-Nuschke-Str. 10/71, 1080 Berlin, GDR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 9: Peace, War and Nationalism in the History of Sociology</td>
<td>Chair: Hans Joos (Max Planck Inst Bildungsforschung Lentzeallee 94, 1000 Berlin 33, FRG) and Helmut Steiner (Inst Soziologie und Sozialpolitik, Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR, Otto-Nuschke-Str. 10/71, 1080 Berlin, GDR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Session 3: Work and Leisure in Developing Countries
Co-Chairs: D.A. Lima Camargo (Servicio Social do Comercio, São Paulo, Brazil), Yidia Stamati (Dept Sociology, Andhra Univ, Waraile, Visakhapatnam 530 003, A.P., India), N. Meléndez (ALATIR, Apartado 3659, Hato Rey, Puerto Rico)

Session 4: Leisure and Way of Life
Chair: Gilles Promovost (Dept Sciences du Loisir, Univ du Québec, Trois-Rivières, Québec 49A 5H7, Canada)
S. R. Parker (93 Belclaire Court, Weiderburn Road, London NW3, U.K.)
B. Fillipoova (Inst Philosophy and Sociology, Academy of Sciences, Jiljka 1, Praha 1, Czechoslovakia)

Session 5: Leisure and Economic Crisis
Co-Chairs: France Govaerts (16, rue Jacques Jordaens, bte 5, 1050 Bruxelles, Belgium), Anna Olszewska (Inst Philosophy and Sociology, Polish Academy of Sciences, Nowy Świat 72, 00-330 Warszawa, Poland), E. Roberts (Sociology Dept, Univ Liverpool, Liverpool L69 3BX, United Kingdom)

Session 6: Methodological Problems in the Study of Leisure
Co-Chairs: G. Goodboy (Pennsylvania State Univ, 267 Recr., Bldgs., University Park, Pennsylvania 16802, USA), Michael Smith (Bristol Polytechnics, Cold Harbour Lane, Frenshay Bristol 16, U.K.), G. Hamilton-Smith (P.O. Box 36, Carlton South, Vic 3053, Australia)

Session 7: Leisure, Cultural Development and Social Policy
Co-Chairs: Ivan Vitanyi (Institute for Culture, Corvin tér 8, 1251 Budapest, Hungary), B. Kingsley (682 Brighten Ave, Ottawa, Ontario K1S 0T2, Canada), L. Hantrais (Dept Modern Languages, Aston Univ, Aston Triangle, Birmingham B4 7TD, U.K.)

Session 8: Leisure, Tourism and Economic Development
Co-Chairs: M.F. Landau (URSTI, Cntr Etudes Sociologiques, 75017 Paris, France), Payph A. Suddale (Commission General du Plan, 18 rue de la Culture, 75017 Paris, France), Peter Dahlgren (see the address above), Richard Collins (School of Communication, Polytechnic of Central London, 18-22 Riding House Street, London W1P TPD, U.K.)

Session 9: Popular Music and Society
Chair: Fernando Reyes Mata (ILST, Casilla 16631 - Correo 9, Santiago, Chile)

Session 10: Business meeting

Session 11: Joint session with RC 34 Sociology of Youth: Mass Communications and Youth Subcultures
Co-Chairs: Rudolf A.M. Meyer (German Youth Inst, Saarstr. 7, 5000 Munich, FRG)
Claudio Aguirre-Bianchi (address above)

Session 12: Joint session with RC 27 Sociology of Sport: Professionalism and Media
Chair: Michael Real (Dept Telecommunications & Film, San Diego State Univ, San Diego CA 92195, USA, tel. 619-2652575)

Session 13: Joint session with RC 20 Sociology of Art: Myth and Images in the Media Age
Co-Chairs: Jacques Leenhardt (EHESS, 10 rue Monsieur le Prince, 75006 Paris, France, tel. 1-4631988) & Antonina Kloskovska (Dzika 6 m.270, 00-172 Warsaw, Poland)

Session 14: Joint session with RC 37 Sociology of Arts: Consumption and Cultural Practices
Co-Chairs: Marino Livolsi (Dipt di Socializzazione, Fac Scienze Politiche, Università di Perugia, I Perugia, Italy), Ivan Vitanyi (Inst for Culture, Corvin tér 8, 1251 Budapest, Hungary, tel. 1-3684181)

RC 15: SOCIOLOGY OF MEDICINE

Program Coordinator: Ray H. Elling (Dept Community Medicine, Univ Connecticut Health Ctr, Farmington, CT 06032, USA, tel. 203-674258)

Session 1: Contributions of Medical Sociology to Health and Health Services in India/South/South East Asia
Chair: Debabrata Banerji (Cntr Social Medicine & Community Health, Nehru Univ, New Mohrauli Road, New Delhi 110087, India, tel. 652282 ext.262)

Session 2: Traditional and Alternative Healing in Relation to Cosmopolitan Medicine
Chair: Stella Quah (Dept Sociology, National Univ

Third World Perspectives
Chair: Bimal C. Agrawal (Space Applications Centre, S.A.C. P.O., Ahmedabad 380-053, India)

Co-Chairs: Claude Aguirre-Bianchi (see the address above), Leonard Benny (Cntr International Media Research, Nijmensedijk 74, 3631 NS Utrecht, The Netherlands, tel. 0594-3989)

Session 5: New Directions in the Study of Language and Ideology
Chair: Franco Crespi (Istituto di Studi Sociali, Fac Scienze Politiche, Università di Perugia, I Perugia, Italy)

Session 6: TV Discourse between Information and Culture
Chair: Peter Dahlgren (see the address above) & Richard Collins (School of Communication, Polytechnic of Central London, 18-22 Riding House Street, London W1P TPD, U.K.)

Session 7: Press and Public Opinion
Co-Chairs: José Fidal-Beneyto (28 rue Henri-Borouesse, 75005 Paris, France, tel. 1-590121) & Kurt Lang (School of Communication, Univ Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195, USA)

Session 8: RC 14 SOCIOLOGY OF COMMUNICATION, KNOWLEDGE AND CULTURE

Session 9: RC 13 SOCIOLOGY OF MEDIATION, KNOWLEDGE AND CULTURE

Session 10: RC 12 SOCIOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD

Session 11: RC 11 SOCIOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD

Session 12: RC 10 SOCIOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD

Session 13: RC 9 SOCIOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD

Session 14: RC 8 SOCIOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD

Session 15: RC 7 SOCIOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD

Session 16: RC 6 SOCIOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD

Session 17: RC 5 SOCIOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD

Session 18: RC 4 SOCIOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD

Session 19: RC 3 SOCIOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD

Session 20: RC 2 SOCIOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD

Session 21: RC 1 SOCIOLOGY OF THE THIRD WORLD

Program Coordinator: Ray H. Elling (Dept Community Medicine, Univ Connecticut Health Ctr, Farmington, CT 06032, USA, tel. 203-674258)
Session 10: Business Meeting
Chair: - to be announced

Session 11: Joint session with RC 05 Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations: Religion, Race and Ethnicity
Co-Chairs: Lim Teck Ghee (Centre Policy Research, Univ Sains Malaysia, Kubang, Pulau Pinang, Malaysia)
Bernard E. Segal (Dept Sociology, Dartmouth College, Hanover NH 03755, USA)

BC 23 SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE

Program Coordinator: Richard Whitley
(Manchester Business School, Univ of Manchester, Booth Street West, Manchester M15 6PB, United Kingdom, tel.61-2738228)

Session 1: Science and Society in the Periphery
Chair: Simon Schwartzmann (IUFERJ, Rua da Matriz 82, 22260 Botafogo, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Session 2: Science and Global Politics
Co-Chairs: Peter Weingart (Universität Bielefeld, Postfach 8560, 4800 Bielefeld 1, FRG)
Helmut Steiner (Institut für Soziologie & Sozialpolitik, Deutsche Akademie, Otto-Nuschke-Str. 10/11, 1080 Berlin, GDR)

Session 3: Scientific Institutions and the Development of Scientific Knowledge
Chair: Richard Whitley (see the address above)

Session 4: Religion, Collective Movements and Science in Asia
Chair: F. Nakayama (3-7-11 Chuo, Nakano, Tokyo, Japan)

Session 5: The Social Construction of Scientific and Technological Knowledge
Chair: Karin D. Knorr-Cetina (Dept Sociology, Univ Bielefeld, Postfach 9640, 4800 Bielefeld 1, FRG)

Session 6: Uses of the Sociology of Science
Chair: Janan Parkar (Inst Sociology, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Uri Uto 49, Budapest 1, Hungary, tel. 1-16029)

Session 7: Joint session with the International Committee on Science Policy Studies: Impact of Modern Technology on Developing Countries
Chair: A. Rahman (NISTADS, Hillsdale Road, New Delhi 110 012, tel: 583227, tlx: 31-6187)

Session 8: International Comparative Study on the Organization and Performance of Research Units
Co-Chairs: Veronica Stolte-Heiskanen (Dept Sociology, Tampere University, P.O. Box 507, 33101 Tampere, Finland)
P.W. Waggau (National Inst of Science, Technology & Development Studies, Hillside Rd, New Delhi 110012, India)

Session 9: Science and Technology in the History of Sociology
Chair: Dietrich Wahl (Inst Theorie, Gesichte & Organisation der Wissenschaft, Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR, Prenzlauer Promenade 149-152, 1100 Berlin, GDR)

Session 3: Les nouvelles techniques de télécommunication et la dialectique centre-périphérie.
Perspectives micro- et macro-sociales
Chair: Michel Hamas (InEC, Ecole Polytechnique, 14 av de l'Eglise-Anglaise, 1006 Lausanne, Switzerland, tel.021-471111)

Session 4: Changes in the Social Nature of Space and the New Technology
Chair: Erwin Schneuch (Inst Angewandte Sozialforschung, Universität Köln, Greifswarre 2, 5000 Köln 41, FRG)

Session 5: Political Ecology
Chair: Jan-Erik Lane (Dept Political Science, Univ of Umea, 90187 Umea, Sweden, tel. 90-165000)

Session 6: Giant Cities in the Third World
Co-Chairs: Michael Molnuly (Dept Geography, Univ of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52243, USA)
Jay Weinman (Dept Social Studies, Georgia Inst Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, USA)

Session 7: Joint session with RC 03 Community Research: Metropolitan Change and Urban Policy
Co-Chairs: Bernd Hans (Univ Trier, FB IV Soziologie, Postfach 3825, 55 Trier, FRG)
John D. Kasarda (address above)

Session 8: Giant Cities in Asia and Latin America
Co-Chairs: Matti Dogan (address above)
Chair: John D. Kasarda (address above)

Session 9: Current Research on Metropolitan Areas
Co-Chairs: Bernd Hans (Dept Sociology, Univ Trier, Postfach 3825, 5500 Trier, FRG)
Henry Teune (Dept Political Science, Univ of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA)

Session 10: Social Ecology at the Cross-roads: administrative meeting
Chair: - to be announced

BC 25 SOCIOLINGUISTICS

Program Coordinator: Brian Torode
(Dept Sociology, Trinity College, Dublin 2, Ireland, tel.77224)

STREAM A: sections 1, 2, 3

Session 1: Interdisciplinary Approaches to Language
Chair: Mary Milas (6222 Malcolm Drive, Dallas, Texas 75214, USA)

Session 2: Structuralism in Verbal and Visual Texts
Chair: Sheldon Klein (Comput Sci, Univ Wisconsin, 1210 West Dayton St, Madison, Wisconsin 53706, USA)

Session 3: Functions of Language
Chair: Ulrich Ammon (Germanistik, Univ Duisburg, Lotharstrasse 65, 4000 Duisburg 1, FRG)

Session 4: Sociolinguistics and Mainstream Social Theory
Chair: Haver Currie (Regional Research Associates, 1811 Alamed Drive, Austin, Texas 78704, USA)

Session 5A: The Language of Interviewing
Chair: Dirk Gorter (Sociology, Fryeke Academy, Dopperzijl, 8911 DX Ljouwert, The Netherlands)

Session 5B: Strategic Interaction
Chair: Henk Haverkate (VU Sumas-Portuguese, University Amsterdam, Spuistra 149, 1012 VB Amsterdam, The Netherlands)

Session 6A: Quantitative and Qualitative Methods in Sociolinguistics
Chair: Walburga von Raffler-Engel (Linguistics, Vanderbilt University, 372 Elmington Ave., Nashville, TN 37205, USA)

Session 6B: Advances in Demo-Linguistics

RC 24 SOCIAL ECOLOGY

Program Coordinators: Matti Dogan (CNRS, 72 Blvd. Arago, 75014 Paris, France, tel. 1-3558052) & John D. Kasarda (Dept Sociology, The University of North Carolina, Hamilton Hall 070 A, Chapel Hill, NC 27514, USA)

Session 1: Ecological Crises, Growth and Development
Chair: Zdravko Minar (Dept Sociology, University "Edward Kardelj", Titova 102, 6100 Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, tel. 51-34161)

Session 2: Great Metropolitan Areas: Case Studies
Chair: Matti Dogan (address above)
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edited by T. Koloai and E. Nowak-Lipinski

Vol.30: 1984/320 pages/$25.00 (h)
CITIES IN RECESSION: Public Policies
edited by Ivan Szelenyi

Vol.31: 1985/255 pages/$21.95 (h)
CAPITAL AND LABOR IN THE URBANIZED WORLD
edited by John Walton

Vol.32: 1985/ €15.05 (h)
THE CHALLENGE OF SOCIAL CHANGE
edited by Orlando Fals-Borda

Note: (h) stands for hard cover edition
(p) stands for paperback edition

Cette collection a été établie par l’AIS en 1974 et remplace
les actes traditionnels des congrès mondiaux publiés par
l’Association depuis sa fondation en 1949.

La collection est composée de volumes thématiques construits
à partir des travaux présentés dans les différentes sessions
des congrès et elle reflète aussi les activités
scientifiques des Comités de Recherche.

Les volumes contiennent une sélection de textes choisis pour
leur qualité scientifique, leur représentativité
internationale et leur pertinence quant aux principaux
débats ayant cours actuellement dans la discipline.

Orders can be placed with SAGE PUBLICATIONS at any of the
addresses below:
U.K.: 28 Banner Street, London EC1Y 8QE
U.S.A.: 275 South Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills, CA 90212
INDIA: 2nd Floor 32, M Block Market, 1 Greater Kakanach Port
New Delhi 110 048

Vol.33 and 34: 1985/ €25.00 (h), € 9.95 (p) per volume;
special price for two-volume set: € 45.00 (h), € 17.00 (p)
PERSPECTIVES ON SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY
edited by S.N. Eisenstadt, Hebrew University of Jerusalem,
and H.J. Bellu, Munich University

This important and much needed two-volume work takes stock
of the new approaches in sociology which have developed
since the 1960s. It demonstrates the convergence of macro-
and micro-sociology, and the recognition of problems common
to all areas of sociological endeavour.

Macro-Sociological Theory and its companion volume,
Micro-Sociological Theory, address three major shifts within
sociological theory. First, institutional orders and the
dynamics are increasingly seen as constructed by
activities of different actors, both individuals and groups.
This is reflected in a shift to the analysis of the
processes and mechanisms through which the social order,
both at macro- and micro-level, is constructed. Second,
and closely connected to the analysis of the construction of
social institutions, is a greater emphasis on the autonomy
of the major social actors. Third, is the new focus on the
dimension of power and the symbolic construction of reality
in the creation of the institutional order. The two volumes
treat these major theoretical issues in a variety of ways
and from different points of view, confronting in the
process problems that are common to all forms of
sociological analysis.
STREAM B, sections 4, 5, 6, 7

Sessions 1 & 2:
Linguistic Rights of Language Learners

Chair: Robert Phillips & Tove Skutnab-Kangas
(Roskilde University Centre, Nyejv 17, 4050 Skibby, Denmark)

Session 3A:
Language, Ethnicity, and Social Conflict
Chair: David E. Lopez (Dept Sociology, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024, USA)

Session 3B:
Session 3
Chair: Deirdre Boden (Dept Sociology, Stanford Univ, 2016 Sheridan Rd, Evanston, IL 60201, USA)

STREAM C, sections 8, 9

Sessions 1 & 2:
Conflict and Communicative Non-Success
Chair: Allen D. Gitlinshaw (Sociology, Indiana Univ, Bloomington, IN 47401, USA)

Session 3:
Doctor/Patient Interviewing: A Conversational Approach
Co-Chairs: Sue Fisher (Dept Sociology, Wesleyan Univ, Middletown COM 06457, USA) & Paul ten Have (Inst Sociology, Univ Amsterdam, Oude Hoogstraat 24, 1012 CE Amsterdam, The Netherlands)

Session 4 & 5:
Discourse and Gender
Chair: Alexandra Todd (Dept Sociology, Suffolk Univ, 8 Ashburnton Pl, Boston MA 02108, USA)

Session 6:
Institutional Discourse
Chair: Martin Montgomery (Polytechnic of Wales, Pontypridd, Mid Glamorgan CF37 1DL, UK)

Session 7:
Formal Method in Discourse Analysis
Chair: Tony Hek (Inst Preventive Psychiatry, Erasmus University, Postbus 1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam, The Netherlands)

Session 8:
Theory of Discourse
Chair: Barry Smith (Sociological Studies, Sheffield Univ, Sheffield S10 2TN, UK)

Session 9:
Discourse, History, Power
Chair: Max-Peter Guminais Maison des Sciences de l'Homme, 54 bd Raspail, 75270 Paris Cedex 06, France

Post-Congress session: Sociolinguistics Aspects of Language Application
Place: Mysore, South India
Information: Professor Z. Annamali (Central Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore 570 006, India)

RC 26 SOCIOTECHNICS

Program Coordinator: Joachim K.H.W. Schmidt
(Postfach 130152, 5000 Koln 1, FRG, tel. 221-725757)

Session 4:
Social Science Professionals within Organizations in Different Nations: A Review of their Ethical Codes, their Possibilities and Problems
Chair: Guy Benveniste (School of Education, Univ California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA)

Session 9:
Sociotechnical Measures in Industrialization at the Local Level: Examples from Western Europe and the USA
Chair: Albert B. Cherns (The Old Poor House, Rodmell, Sussex BN7 3HF, United Kingdom)

Session 1:
Participatory Decision Making in Industry and the Public Sector: A Review of Recent Developments
Chair: Alexander Matejk (Dept Sociology, Univ Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2H4, Canada, tel. 403-4325234)

Session 3:
Sociotechnics and Democratic Politics - Strategies in Government Debureaucraticization, Decentralization and Deregulation
Co-Chairs: Jorj Kamin wakaci (Gabinda 18 a 21, 01-703 Warszawa, Poland) & Joachim K.H.W. Schmidt (address above)

Session 5:
Joint session with RC 29 Deviance and Social Control: Decline of the Welfare State and its Implications for Social Control
Chair: Maria Los (Dept Criminology, Univ Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario K1V 6N6, Canada)

Session 6:
The Leisure Explosion as a Challenge for Sociotechnical Thinking: a Review of Problems and Solutions
Co-Chairs: A.S.A. Hobsen (Univ Alberta, 88 Ashburton Pl, Boston MA 02108, USA) & Joachim K.H.W. Schmidt (address above)
Session 7: Problems and Possibilities of Information Transfer in Advanced Industrial Systems
Chair: Allen H. Barton (Columbia Univ, 514 Fayerweather Hall, New York, NY 10027, USA)
Co-Chairs: Carol H. Meins (Gutman Library, Harvard Univ, Applan Way, Cambridge, Mass. 02138, USA)

Session 8: Methodological Developments and Issues in Social Policy Research, Social Impact Assessment and Utilization in Industrialized and Developing Nations
Chair: Mark van de Vliet (Dept Sociology, Univ Leiden, 242 Stationsplein, Leiden, The Netherlands)

Session 9: Joint Sessions with RC 35 Alienation Theory and Research: Dealienation; Sociotechnical Strategies on International, National, Community and Family Level
Chair: Judith Buber-Agassi (37 Levi Eshkol, Herzlia 46745, Israel, tel.472-52-551430)

Session 10: Joint Sessions with RC 09 Social Practice and Social Transformation: Organizational and Social Consequences of the New Technologies in the Postindustrial Society
Co-Chairs: Ellen B. Hill (8664 Cavigliano, Ticino, Switzerland)
Helmut Klages (Hochschule für Verwaltungswissenschaften, Postfach 1409, 6720 Speyer, FRG)

Session 11: Sociotechnical Understanding of Terrorism, Kidnapping, Reprisal, Cultural Propaganda and other Contemporary Issues
Chair: Robert Shields (Unit of Sociological Studies, Univ Sussex, Brighton BN1 9QH, UK)

RC 27 SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT
SOCIOLOGIE DESSPORT

Program Coordinator: Alan G. Ingbam
(Dept of NPF, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio 45056, USA)

Session 1: Professional/Top-Level Sport and Economic Crisis
Chair: Alan G. Ingbam (address above)

Session 2: Cultural Contradictions and Continuities: Sport Contexts and Social Change (National Aspects)
Chair: Günther Lüschen (Dept Sociology, Univ Illinois, 242 Stationsplein, Leiden, The Netherlands)

Session 3: Shoren Development, Conflict, and the Prospects for International Sport
Chair: Kurt Weis (Technische Universität München, Inst Sozialwissenschaften, 8000 München 2, FRG)

Session 4: Adjustments to Socio-economic Change: Sport and Lifestyle (I)
Chair: Panvo Seppanen (Dept Sociology, Univ Helsinki, Frazerinintie 13, 00500 Helsinki, Finland)

Session 5: Adjustments to Socio-economic Change: Sport and Lifestyle (II)
Chair: Vladimir Ceukh (VSP UV KSC, Martillo 33, Praha 6, Czechoslovakia)

Session 6: Joint session with RC 14 Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture: Sport and Media
Chair: Michael Roel (Dept Telecommunications & Film, San Diego State Univ, San Diego CA 92182, USA, tel. 619-2655575)

RC 28 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION
STRATIFICATION SOCIALE

Program Coordinator: Robert Eriksson
(Dept Sociology, Univ of Stockholm, 106 91 Stockholm, Sweden)

Session 1: Differentiated Life Styles: Objective Aspects
Chair: Rudolf Andorka (Dept Sociology, Univ Economics, Pf. 489, Budapest 5, 1828 Hungary, tel. 175-178)

Session 2: Differentiated Life Styles: Subjective Aspects
Chair: Rudolf Andorka (address above)

Session 3: Third World Stratification (general)
Chair: Bam Dev Sharda (Dept Sociology, Univ of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112, USA)

Session 4: Third World Stratification: India
Chair: Bam Dev Sharda (see the address above)

Session 5: Third World Stratification
Chair: Bam Dev Sharda (see the address above)

Session 6: Social Mobility: Comparative Studies
Chair: Albert Simkus (Dept Sociology, Univ Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA)

Session 7: Social Mobility: National Studies
Chair: Albert Simkus (see the address above)

Session 8: Multi-dimensional Aspects of Social Stratification: General Analyses
Chair: Hermann Strasser (Soziologie, Universität Duisburg, Lotharstr. 65, 4100 Duisburg 1, FRG)

Session 9: Multi-dimensional Aspects of Social Stratification: Applied Analyses
Chair: Tamas Kolosi (Inst Social Sciences, Benzozi 33, 1068 Budapest, Hungary)

RC 29 DEVIANCE AND SOCIAL CONTROL
DEVIANCE ET CONTROLE SOCIAL

Program Coordinator: Manfred Brusten
(IBSU, Universität Gesamthochschule, Gaußstr. 20, 5600 Wuppertal-Elberfeld, FRG, tel.202-4392308)

Session 1: International Organization of Crime and Crime Control
Chair: Leslie S. Seba (Inst Criminology, Hebrew Univ, P.O. Box 24100 Mount Scopus, Jerusalem)

Session 2: Crime by and against the State
Chair: Martha Bagnino (Dept Sociology, Union College, Schenectady NY 12309, USA)

Session 3: Teaching in Sociology of Deviance
Chair: - to be announced

Session 4: Solving Social Conflicts and Social Problems without Criminalization
Chair: J.L. Tropea (Dept Sociology, George Washington Univ, Washington DC 20052, USA)

Session 5: Role of Legal Profession in Criminal Justice
Chair: J.S. Gandhi (Cntr Study Social Syst Jawaharlal Nehru Univ, New Mehrauli Rd, 11000, New Delhi, India)

Session 6: White Collar Crime in Developed and Developing Countries
Chair: Hans Hafnerkamp (Univ Bremen, Achterstrasse, 2800 Bremen 33, FRG)

Session 7: Crime and Crime Control in India
Chair: N. Nagpal (Dept Sociology, Cleveland State Univ, Cleveland, Ohio 44115, USA)

Session 8: Methodological and Theoretical Issues in Criminology
Chair: Karl-Heinz Reuband (Zentralarchiv Emp. Sozialforschung, Bachemestr. 40, 5 Köln 41, FRG)

Session 9: Crime Patterns, Trends and Victimization
Chair: Paul Friday (Dept Sociology, Western Michigan Univ, Kalamazoo, MI 49008, USA)

Session 10: Joint session with RC 26 Sociotechnics: Decline of the Welfare State and its Implications for Social Control
Chair: Maria Los (Dept Criminology, Univ Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario K1N 6M5, Canada)
RC 30 SOCIOLOGY OF WORK

SOCILOGIE DU TRAVAIL

Program Coordinator: Jean Ruffier

_SESSION 1:
Changing Meanings of Work: Methodological Approaches
Chair: Pierre Bouvier (Centre d'Etudes Sociologiques, 82 rue Cardinet, 75017 Paris, France)

_SESSION 2:
Automation and the Future of White Collar Work
Co-Chairs: Wolfgang Littek (Universität Bremen, FB 11, Postfach 330 440, 2800 Bremen 33, FRG), Céline Saint-Pierre (Département Sociologie, UQAM, 688, Station A, Montréal, Québec H3C 3P8, Canada, tel. 514-2834792)

_SESSION 3:
New Technologies and Industrial Work
Chair: Marco Maurino (IEST, 27 av Jules Ferry, 13100 Aix-en-Provence, France)

_SESSION 4:
Conditions of Working Life
Chair: Julio César Meffa (Camilla de Correo No. 108, 1900 La Plata, Argentina)

_SESSION 5:
Social Planning in the Enterprise and Quality of Working Life
Chair: Chandu Kumar (Labor Sociological, 39 Vitosha Blvd, 1463 Sofia, Bulgaria)

_SESSION 6:
Working in Small Enterprises
Chair: Albert L. Mok (Department of Sociology, University of Hong Kong, Hang Kong, P.R. China)

_SESSION 7:
Professional Work in Comparative Perspective
Co-Chairs: Louis H. Orzack (Rutgers University, 7 Bunny Circle, New Brunswick, NJ 08901, USA), J.S. Gandhi (Centre for the Study of Social Systems, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India)

_SESSION 8:
Unemployment and Under-employment in Developed and Less Developed Countries
Chair: Francisco Zapata (El Colegio de México, Apartado postal 20-671, 01000 Mexico DF 20, Mexico, tel.5686033)

_SESSION 9:
Social Change
Chair: to be announced

_SESSION 10:
Work and Social Change
Chair: to be announced

_SESSION 11:
Business Meeting
Chair: to be announced

_SESSION 12:
Joint Session with RC 32 Women in Society: Women and Work
Co-Chairs: Judith Ruben-Agassi (37 Levi Eshkol, Herzlia 46745, Israel, tel.472-52 55149) & Pamela Roby (Merrill College, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064, USA, tel.408-4292855)

_SESSION 13:
Joint Session with RC 36 Sociology of Alienation: Work and Alienation
Chair: Joanta Kuelpniska (Kazpakzas 55-8, 91-078 Kodz, Poland)

RC 31 SOCIOLOGY OF MIGRATION

SOCILOGIE DES MIGRATIONS

Program Coordinator: Francesco P. Cerase

_SESSION 1:
Sociological Theories of Migration
Chair: Rosemarie Rogora (Fletcher School of Law & Diplomacy, Tufts University, Medford Mass 02155, USA, tel.617-6287010)

_SESSION 2:
Methods and Techniques for Migration Studies
Chair: M.S.A. Rao (Department of Sociology, University of Delhi, Delhi 110007, India; mailing address: Institute of Advanced Study, Princeton NJ 08540, USA)

_SESSION 3:
Migration Within and from Less Developed Countries
Chair: Nasra M. Shah (National Health Planning, Ministry of Public Health, P.O.B. 5, Safat, Kuwait)

_SESSION 4:
Refugee: Conflicts and Resolutions
Chair: C. Michael Lamphier (Ethnic Research Programme, York University, 4700 Keele St, North York, Ont M3J 296, Canada, tel.416-6673771)

_SESSION 5:
Determinants and Consequences of Illegal Migration
Co-Chairs: Catherine Wiltol de Wenden (127 rue Jeanne d'Arc, 75013 Paris, France), Jean Pierre Garson (3 rue Georges Lafenestre, 92240 Bourg La Reine, France)

_SESSION 6:
Sociological Aspects of Migration Policies in the Eighties (with special reference to highly developed countries)
Chair: Ursula Mehrbründer (Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Godesberger Allee 149, 5390 Bonn 2, FRG)

RC 32 WOMEN IN SOCIETY

FEMMES ET SOCIETE

Program Coordinator: Demix Kandiyoti

_SESSION 1:
Advances in Feminist Theory
Co-Chairs: Karen B. Page (Department of Sociology, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106, USA), Joan Anker (Center for the Study of Women in Society, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403, USA)

_SESSION 2:
Caribbean Women in International Migration
Co-Chairs: Monica H. Gordon (Department of Sociology, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403, USA), Rosina Wilks-Christer-Brother (Institute of International Relations, University of the West Indies, St. Augustine, Trinidad, West Indies)

_SESSION 3:
Women and Social Policy
Chair: Lourdes Aripe (El Colegio de Mexico, Room 120, Mexico 10740, Mexico)

_SESSION 4:
Women and Family
Chair: to be announced

_SESSION 5:
Women's Culture and Politics
Co-Chairs: Linda Christianas-Ruffman (Department of Sociology, St. Mary's University, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 1X3, Canada), Herit I.A. (Institute of Psychology, University of Oslo, POB 1094 Blindern, Oslo 3, Norway)

_SESSION 6:
Women in Socio-Economic Crisis in Africa
Chair: Danielle Bazin (UN Economic Commission for Africa, Po. Box 3001, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia)

_SESSION 7:
Women and Violence
Chair: Beileth F. Saffioti (Rue des Libanaises 1111, 1400 Araruquara SP, Sao Paulo, Brazil)

_SESSION 8:
Joint Session with RC 15 Sociology of Medicine: Women and Health (1): Issues of Health Practitioners
Chair: Sylvia Marcus (Center of Investigaciones Fisicoeconomicas, Apdo 598, 62000 Guernavaca, Mexico; mailing address: Harvard Divinity School, 45 Francis Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA)

_SESSION 9:
Joint Session with RC 15 Sociology of Medicine: Women and Health (II): Women, Poverty and Population Control
Program Coordinators:
Frank A. Johnson (Dept Psychiatry, Univ California, 1350-7th Ave, CSBS 337, San Francisco, CA 94113, USA, tel.415-5562348)
Alban Whitehorn (Dept Political, Royal Military College, Kingston, Ontario K7L 2W4, Canada, tel.613-4976443)

Session 1: Studies in Alienation: Indian Experience
Chair: R.N. Asthana (R.D. Centre of Neuro-Psychology & Counselling, The University, Sauagor, M.P., 470 003, India)

Session 2: Alienation and Marxism: Theoretical and Methodological Issues
Co-Chairs: Jolanta Kulpinska (Kasprzaka 55-8, 91-078 Lodz, Poland)

Session 3: Work Alienation in Developing Countries
Chair: Rabindra K. Kanungo (McGill Univ, Fac of Management, 1001 Sherbrooke St. West, Montreal, P.Q. H3A 1G5, Canada)

Session 4: Alienation and Community
Chair: Andrew Oldenquist (Dept Philosophy, Ohio State Univ, Marshon Ctr, Columbus, Ohio 43210, USA)

Session 5: Asian Religious Worldviews and Alienation
Chair: D.R. Ganesh (Dept Education, Univ Madras, Madras 5, 500 005 India)

Session 6: Work and Unemployment as Alienating Experiences
Chair: Walter R. Heinz (Dept Social Sci 3e IB9, Universitét Bremen, 28334 Bremen, FRG)

Session 7: Alienation: Anglo-Indian and Indo-Anglian Literary Perspectives
Chair: F.R. Sri (Dept Literature & Philosophy, Royal Military College, Victoria BC V0S 1B0, Canada)

Session 8: Open Session
Chair: Frank A. Johnson and Alan Whitehorn (address above)

Session 9: Alienation, Social Psychiatry and the Individual
Chair: Joan M. Anderson (Univ British Columbia, School of Nursing, T.F. 206 - 2211 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, BC V6T 2B5, Canada)

Session 10: Open Session
Chair: Alan Whitehorn and Frank A. Johnson (address above)

Session 11: Joint Session with RC 30 Sociology of Work: Work and Alienation
Co-Chairs: Jolanta Kulpinska (Kasprzaka 55-8, 91-078 Lodz, Poland)

Session 12: Joint session with RC 26 Sociotechnics: De-alienation: Sociotechnical Strategies on International, National, Community and Family Level
Co-Chairs: Judith Buber-Agassi (37 Levi Eshkol, Herzlia 46745, Israel) - to be announced

Session 13: Joint sessions with Research Committees RC 10 Participation, Workers' Control and Self-Management, RC 07 Futures Research: Socialist Alternatives (I): Socialism as a Movement towards Socialism
Chair: Mihailo Markovic (12 Vlade Kovaevic, Belgrade, Yugoslavia)

Session 14: Joint session with Research Committees RC 10 Participation, Workers' Control and Self-Management, RC 07 Futures Research: Socialist
RC 37 SOCIOLGY OF ARTS
SOCIOLOGIE DES ARTS

Program Coordinators: Maria Sagi (Inst Culture, Corvin tér 8, 1251 Budapest, Hungary, tel. 1-388581) & Vera L. Zolberg (New School Social Research, 65 Fifth Ave, New York, NY 10003, USA, tel. 219-8460529)

Session 1: Business Meeting
Chair: to be announced

Session 2: The Reception of the Arts
Chair: Ivan Vitanyi (Inst Culture, Corvin tér 8, 1251 Budapest, Hungary)

Session 3: Mediators, Markets and Institutions of Art
Chair: Antoine Heninon (120 Boulevard de la Chapelle, 75018 Paris, France)

Session 4: Perceptions of the Arts
Chair: Maria Sagi (address above)

Session 5: Sociological Aspects of the Traditional, Modern and Postmodern Art
Chair: Vera L. Zolberg (address above)

Session 6: The Sociology of the Plastic and Performing Arts in India
Chair: V. Subramanian (Dept Political Science, Carleton Univ, Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6, Canada)

Session 7: Art and Alienation
Chair: Dmitrij Bupel (University of Liubljana, Yugoslavia; mailing address: New School Social Research, 65 Fifth Ave, New York, NY 10003, USA)

Session 8: Current Theoretical Trends in the Sociology of the Arts
Chair: Jeffrey Halley (Dept Sociology, SUNY Purchase, Purchase NY, USA)

Session 9: Non-European Arts and European Domination
Chair: V. Subramanian (address above)

Session 10: Scientific Production and Artistic Production
Chair: Pim Fenger (Limmatstr 12, 1075 BA Amsterdam, The Netherlands)

Session 11: Joint sessions with RC 14 Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture: Consumption and Cultural Practice
Chair: to be announced
Co-Chairs: Johnny Meier (Inst Culture, Corvin tér 8, 1251 Budapest, Hungary, tel. 1-388581) & Vera L. Zolberg (New School Social Research, 65 Fifth Ave, New York, NY 10003, USA, tel. 219-8460529)

Session 12: Joint session with RC 14 Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture: Consumption and Cultural Practice
Chair: to be announced
Co-Chairs: Johnny Meier (Inst Culture, Corvin tér 8, 1251 Budapest, Hungary, tel. 1-388581) & Vera L. Zolberg (New School Social Research, 65 Fifth Ave, New York, NY 10003, USA, tel. 219-8460529)
Session 1: Trade Unions' Responses to Unemployment and to the Changing Labor Market  
Chair: Jelle Visser (Inst Sociology, Univ Amsterdam, Oude Hoogstraat 24, 1012 CE Amsterdam, The Netherlands, tel.020-5626231)

Session 4: Economic Restructuring and Trade Unionism  
Chair: Wolfgang Streneck (Inst'1 Inst Management, Platz der Luftbrücke 2, 1000 Berlin 42, FRG, tel. 30-690)

Session 5: Labor Movements and Redecommodation  
Co-Chairs: Peter Lange (Dept Political Science, Duke Univ, Durham, NC 27706, USA)  
Samuel J. Valenzuela (Dept Sociology, Harvard Univ, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA)

AD HOC GROUP: RATIONAL CHOICE: the structural-individualist approach in sociology  
Chair: Michael Hechter (Dept Sociology, Univ Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA)

Program Coordinator: Karl-Dieter Opp (Univ Hamburg, Inst Sociologie, Sedanstr. 19, 2000 Hamburg 72, FRG, tel 40-4123229)

Session 1: Norms and Values: Their Emergence and Effects  
Chair: Arne Kajteg (Economisch Inst, Katholieke Hogeschool Tilburg, Postbus 90153, 5000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands)

Session 2: Institutional Arrangements and Their Effects  
Chair: Michael Hechter (address above)

Session 3: Participation in Social Movements and other Associations  
Chair: Ulf Hammarstrand (Dept Sociology, Univ Uppsala, Box 517, 751 20 Uppsala, Sweden)

Session 4: Unintended Consequences of Individual Action  
Chair: Basel Hardin (Univ Chicago, Dept Political Science, 5828 South University, Chicago, ILL 60637, USA)

Session 5: Rational Choice Theory: Limitations and Alternatives  
Chair: Werner Raub (Seminar für Soziologie, Univ Erlangen-Nürnberg, Finkelgaas 1-5, 8500 Nürnberg, FRG)

AD HOC GROUP: SOCIOLOGY OF AGRICULTURE  
SOCIOLOGIE DE L'AGRICULTURE  
Program Organizer: Lawrence Buch (Dept Sociology, Univ Kentucky, 233 Scowell Hall, Lexington KY 40546-0089, tel.060-2973926, USA)

Session 1: Food Production, Consumption and Utilization in the Third World  
Chair: Ivan Sergio F. de Sousa (EMBRAPA, E. Venancio 2000, POB 04.015, 70333 Brasilia DF, Brazil)

Session 2: Food Production, Consumption and Utilization in Industrial Societies  
Chair: Howard Wood (Dept Sociology, Univ of Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, CO4 3SQ, UK)

Session 3: Agricultural Labour Markets  
Chair: Alessandro Bonanno (Dept Sociology, Univ Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65211, USA)

Session 4: Agricultural Markets and Technical Change  
Chair: Lawrence Buch (address above)

Session 5: Business Meeting  
Session 6: Joint session with RC 02 Economy and Society and RC 21 Sociology of Urban & Regional Development: The Agrarian Transition  
Organizer: Enzo Mingione (Viale Pave 27, 20129 Milano, Italy)

AD HOC GROUP: SOCIOECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SYSTEMS THEORY  
SOCIOCENTHÉMATIQUE ET THÉORIE DES SYSTÈMES SOCIÉCAUX

Program Coordinator: Francisco Parra-Luna (Fac de Ciencias Políticas y Sociología, Universidad Complutense, 28040 Madrid 3, Spain)

Session 1: Systems Concepts  
Chair: Francisco Parra-Luna (address above)

Session 2: Development and Underdevelopment  
Chair: Tom R. Burns (Dept Sociology, Uppsala Univ, Box 513, 751 20 Uppsala, Sweden)

Session 3: Institutions  
Chair: Mihailo Nikolic (Dept Sociology, Univ Novi Sad Pedagogico-Technicki, Zrenjanin, Yugoslavia)

Session 4: Local Politics  
Chair: Rejean Landry (Dept Sciences Politique, Univ Laval, Cite Universitaire, Québec GIK TP4, Canada)

Session 5: Human Rights  
Chair: Tom R. Burns (address above)

AD HOC GROUP: SOCIAL INDICATORS  
INDICATEURS SOCIAUX

Program Coordinator: Rudolf Andorka (Dept Sociology, Univ of Economics, Pf. 40, 1028 Budapest 5, Hungary)

Session 1: Social Reporting on Different Levels: Regional, Special Problem Areas, National, International  
Chair: Rudolf Andorka (address above)

Session 2: Social Indicators in Asia, Africa and Australia  
Chair: Ben Dev Sharda (Dept Sociology, Univ Utah, Salt Lake City UT 84112, USA)

Session 3: Social Surveys as Sources of Social Indicators  
Chair: Denis F. Johnston (1193-36th St NW, Washington DC 20007, USA)

Session 4: Social Indicator Systems  
Chair: W. Glatser (Dept Sociology, Univ Frankfurt, Postfach 11925, Frankfurt, FRG)

Session 5: Quality of Life Measurement  
Chair: T. Mout (Dept Sociology, Univ Oslo, Box 1071, Blindern, Oslo 3, Norway)

AD HOC GROUP: SOCIOLOGY OF POPULATION  
SOCIOLOGIE DE LA POPULATION

Program Coordinator: Farhat Yunuf (School of Economics & Financial Studies, Masqaurie Univ, North Ryde, NSW 2113, Australia, tel.02-889659)

Session 1: Emerging Issues in the Sociology of Population  
Chair: William P. Stinner (Dept Sociology, Utah State Univ, Logan UT 84322-0725, USA)

Session 2: Modernization and Population Change  
Chair: S.B. Mani (Dept Anthropology, Slippery Rock Univ, Slippery Rock PA 16057-9989, USA)

Session 3: Social Demographic Implications of the Changing Role of Women  
Chair: Dora Briggs (School of Education, Flinders Univ, Bedford Park SA 5041, Australia)

Session 4: Policy Based Population Research: Developed Countries  
Chair: Franca L. Leeuw (Cntr Social Science Research/LSVOR, Leiden Univ, Stationsplein 242, 2312 AR Leiden, The Netherlands)

Session 5: Policy Based Population Research: Developing Countries  
Chair: Carol Vlassoff (Int'l Development Research Cntr, Box 5850, Ottawa ON K1G 3H9, Canada)
- SPECIAL SESSIONS BY OTHER INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

**INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FRENCH SPEAKING SOCIOLOGISTS**
ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE DES SOCIOLOGUES DE LANGUE FRANÇAISE

Program Coordinators: Marcel Bolle de Bal (Univ Libre de Bruxelles, 44 ave. Jeanne, 1050 Bruxelles, Belgique) & Liliane Voye (Univ Catholique de Louvain, 1 place Montesquieu, 1348 Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgique)

Theme général: Aspects de la sociologie francophone

**Session 1:** Aspects de la sociologie francophone (I)
Présidence: Liliane Voye (Belgique)

**Session 2:** Aspects de la sociologie francophone (II)
Présidence: Marcel Bolle de Bal (Belgique)

**INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE SOCIOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE**
ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE POUR LA SOCIOLOGIE DE LA CONNAISSANCE

Program Coordinator: Jonathan B. Imber (Dept Sociology, Wellesley College, Wellesley MA 02181, USA)

**Session 1:** Intellectual Currents and Intellectual Figures
Chair: Volker Moja (Dept Sociology, Memorial Univ Newfoundland, St. John's, Newfoundland A1C 5S7, Canada)

**Session 2:** Society, Power and Knowledge
Chair: Fiona McKee (Dept Sociology, LaTrobe Univ, Bundoora Victoria, Australia 3083)

**INTERNATIONAL NETWORK FOR SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS**
RESEAUX INTERNATIONAL POUR L'ANALYSE DES RESEAUX SOCIAUX

Program Coordinator: Barry Wellman (Ctr Urban & Community Studies, Univ Toronto, 455 Spadina Ave, Toronto Ont M5S 2G8, Canada)

**Session 1:** Interpersonal Networks
Chair: Barry Wellman (address above)

**Session 2:** Network Analyses of Interorganizational Relations
Chair: John Scott (Sociology Dept, Leicester Univ, Leicester LE1 7RH, UK)

**AD HOC SESSIONS**

**CRITICAL SOCIOLOGY OF INTELLECTUALS**
SOCILOGIE CRITIQUE DES INTELLECTUELS

Program Coordinator: Cornelis Disco (Inst Sociology, Univ Amsterdam, Oude Hoogstraat 24, 1012 CE Amsterdam, The Netherlands)

**Session 1:** Intellectuals, Expert Knowledge, and Cultural Capital
Co-Chairs: Thomas Sæderqvist (Dept Biology, Roskilde Univ, POB 260, 4000 Roskilde, Denmark) & Cornelis Disco (address above)

**Session 2:** Modernizing Elites and Development
Chair: Ron Eyerman (Dept Sociology, Univ Lund, Box 114, 221 00 Lund Sweden)

**CURRENT ADVANCES IN MICRO-SOCIOLOGY**
PROGRÈS CONTEMPORAINS EN MICRO-SOCIOLOGIE

Program Coordinators:
Theodore M. Mills (Ctr Study of Human Groups, State Univ New York, Buffalo, NY 14261, USA) & Jaek S. Jumakta (Inst Sociology, Jagiellonian Univ, Grodzka 52, 31-004 Krakow, Poland)

**Session 1:** Current Advances in Micro-Sociology: Theoretical Issues and Empirical Research
Chair: Theodore M. Mills (address above)

**Session 2:** Micro-Macro Dynamics: Conceptual Frameworks and Empirical Research
Chair: Jaek S. Jumakta (address above)

**DIALECTICS AND SOCIOLOGY**
DIALECTIQUE ET SOCIOLOGIE

Program Coordinator: Dzhatkhiv Nomdjan (Soviet Sociological Assoc., 24/35, Krzhizhanovskogo, 117 259 Moscow, USSR)

**AD HOC SESSIONS**

**FAMINE AND SOCIETY**
FAIM ET SOCIETE

Program Coordinator: Anil Ranganathan (Consultant, Disaster Preparedness & Management, B-100 Defense Colony, New Delhi 110 024, India)

**Session 1:** The Study of Social Responses to Famine
Chair: - to be announced

**Session 2:** Famine: Problems of Definition
Chair: - to be announced

**GLOBAL MALDEVELOPMENT: CONCEPT, PROCESS, MECHANISMS AND CONSEQUENCES**
MALDÉVELOPPEMENT GLOBAL: CONCEPT, PROCESSUS, MECHANISMES ET CONSEQUENCES

Program Coordinator: Amalendu Guha (Inst Alternative Development Research, P.O. Box 870 Sentrum, 0104 Oslo 1, Norway)

**Session 1:** Global Maldevelopment: Concept
Chair: Amalendu Guha (address above)

**Session 2A:** Global Maldevelopment: Process and Mechanism
Chair: Buddhadeva Bhattacharyya (Dept Political Science, Univ Calcutta, Calcutta 700073, West Bengal, India)

**Session 2B:** Global Maldevelopment: Consequences
Chair: Dulal Bag (Balurghat College, North Bengal Univ, West Bengal, India)

**HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGY OF INDIA GROUP**
SOCIOLOGIE HISTORIQUE DU GROUPE INDIEN

Program Coordinators:
Hesar Abmad (Friends World College, Plover Lane, Huntington NY 11743, USA)

**AD HOC SESSIONS**

**HISTORY SOCIOLOGICAL OF INDIAN GROUP**
HISTORIQUE SOCIOLOGIQUE DU GROUPE INDIEN

Program Coordinator: Amrita Rangasami (Consultant, Disaster Preparedness & Management, B-100 Defense Colony, New Delhi 110 024, India)

**Session 1:** The Study of Social Responses to Famine
Chair: - to be announced

**Session 2:** Famine: Problems of Definition
Chair: - to be announced

**AD HOC SESSIONS**

**GLOBAL MALDEVELOPMENT: CONCEPT, PROCESS, MECHANISMS AND CONSEQUENCES**
MALDÉVELOPPEMENT GLOBAL: CONCEPT, PROCESSUS, MECHANISMES ET CONSEQUENCES

Program Coordinator: Amalendu Guha (Inst Alternative Development Research, P.O. Box 870 Sentrum, 0104 Oslo 1, Norway)

**Session 1:** Global Maldevelopment: Concept
Chair: Amalendu Guha (address above)

**Session 2A:** Global Maldevelopment: Process and Mechanism
Chair: Buddhadeva Bhattacharyya (Dept Political Science, Univ Calcutta, Calcutta 700073, West Bengal, India)

**Session 2B:** Global Maldevelopment: Consequences
Chair: Dulal Bag (Balurghat College, North Bengal Univ, West Bengal, India)

**HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGY OF INDIA GROUP**
SOCIOLOGIE HISTORIQUE DU GROUPE INDIEN

Program Coordinators:
Hesar Abmad (Friends World College, Plover Lane, Huntington NY 11743, USA)
Session 1: Historical Sociology of India: Modes of Analysis  
Chair: Bankimnath Mukherjee (1713 Moore Av, Colcutta 700040, India)

Session 2: Implications and Future Research  
Chair: Bankimnath Mukherjee (address above)

AD HOC SESSIONS  
HOUSING AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT LE LOGEMENT ET L’ENVIRONNEMENT

Program Coordinators: Elizabeth Huttman (Dept Sociology, California State Univ, Hayward CA 94542, USA), David Popenoe (Dept Sociology, Rutgers Univ, New Brunswick, NJ 08903, USA), Willem van Vliet (Community Studies, Pennsylvania State Univ, University Park PA 16802, USA)

Session 1: User Needs and the Built-Environment  
Co-Chairs: David Popenoe (address above)

Session 2: The Built-Environment and Socio-spatial Relationships  
Co-Chairs: P.W. Blasé (Inst Sociology, Erasmus Univ, Burg. Oudezijds 50, Rotterdam, The Netherlands), L.A. Kilmarin (Dept Sociology, Swinburne Inst Technology, Box 218, 3122 Eastern, Australia)

Session 3A: Habitat populaire & intégration sociale  
Co-Chairs: Dom Ferrand-Bechmann (Univ Sciences Sociales Grenoble, D.D. St Martin d’Heres, BP 47 38040 Grenoble Cédex, France), Michel Bannard (IREC, Lausanne Polytechnic, 14 Ave de l’Eglise Anglaise, 1600 Lausanne, Switzerland)

Session 3B: Housing in the Inner City  
Co-Chairs: Marc H. Choko (Dept Design, UQAM, C.P. 8888, Succ. A, Montréal, P.Q. H3C 3J7, Canada), Paul Appasamy (India)

Session 4A: housing in the third World  
Co-Chairs: N.S. Sandhu (Dept Sociology, Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar 143 005, India), Ari Ylonen (Dept Sociology, Univ Tampere, Kalevantie 4, 33101 Tampere, Finland)

Session 4B: The State and Housing Policy in Eastern European Countries  
Chair: Bronislav Misztal (Inst Sociology, Jagiellonian Univ, Grodzka 52, 31-004 Krakow, Poland)

Session 5: Housing and Social Policy  
Co-Chairs: Elizabeth Huttman (address above), Alan Murie (School Advanced Urban Studies, Bristol Univ, Gorge Road, Bristol ESR 4HA, UK)

AD HOC SESSIONS  
INTELLECTUALS AND MODERNIZATION IN SOUTH ASIA INTELLECTUELS ET MODERNISATION EN ASIE DU SUD

Program Coordinator: Muhammad Faryaz (Dept Sociology, Queens Univ, Kingston K7L 3N6, Canada)

Session 1 & 2: Intellectuals and Modernization in South Asia  
Chair: Muhammad Faryaz (address above)

AD HOC SESSIONS  
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Program Coordinator: C.P. Wolf (Social Impact Assessment Center, Box 587, Canal Street Station, New York, N.Y. 10013, USA)

Session 1: Risk Assessment in Developing Countries: Bhopal revisited  
Chair: Paul Appasamy (India)

Session 2: Sociotechnics and Social Impact Assessment  
Chair: Kurt Finsterbusch (Dept Sociology, Univ of Maryland, College Park MD 20742, USA)

Session 1: Methodological Aspects of Time Use  
Chair: Andrew S. Harvey (Dept Economics, Saint Mary’s Univ, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 3C1, Canada)

Session 2: Time Use and Social Change

AD HOC SESSIONS  
SOCIOLOGY OF SOCIAL CLASSES AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS SOCIOLOGIE DES CLASSES SOCIALES ET DES MOUVEMENTS SOCIAUX

Program Coordinator: Louis Maheu (Dépt sociologie, Univ Montréal, C.P. 6128, Succ. "A", Montréal, Québec H3C 3J7, Canada)

Associate Chairmen & Organizers: Fernando Calderon (CLACSO, Callo 875-3, Piso E, 1032 Buenos Aires, Argentina), Carlo Carboni (Sociologie Département, Univ Cosenza, Calabria, Italy), Elizabeth Jelin (CEDES, Avenida Puynredd 510-7e piso, 1032 Buenos Aires, Argentina), Lucio Roumirk (CEDEC, rue Adolfo Tabacow 205, Sao Paulo 01453, Brazil), Roland Roth (Inat Sociology, Free Univ, Babalasserstr. 14-16, 1000 Berlin 31, FRG)

Session 1: Social Classes & Social Movements in Perspective  
Co-Chairs: Fernando Calderon (address above), Elizabeth Jelin (address above)

Session 2: Social Classes and Social Movements: Some Analytical and Theoretical Perspectives  
Chair: Louis Maheu (address above)

AD HOC SESSIONS  
THE SOCIOLOGY OF RADICALIST AND REACTIONARY REVIVALISM LA SOCIOLOGIE DU REVIVALISME RADICAL ET REACTIONNAIRE

Program Coordinator: V. Subramaniam (Dept Political Science, Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6, Canada)

Session 1 & 2: Revivalism: a socio-political analysis  
Chair: V. Subramaniam (address above)

AD HOC SESSIONS  
SOCIOLOGIE DES VALEURS SOCIÉTÉ DES VALEURS

Program Coordinator: R. Kleinberger (Giessen, P.O.B. 1979, 1000 GB Amsterdam, The Netherlands), R. Roy (Cntr Study of Developing Societies, 29 Raypur Rd, New Delhi 110054, India)

Session 1 & 2: Change of Values - Value of Change  
Co-Chairs: Fred Habler (Research Cntr Problems of Youth, Str Onesti 4-6, sect. 7, Bucharest, Romania), Helmut Klages (Hochschule Verwaltungswissenschaften, Postfach 1499, 6720 Speyer, FRG)

AD HOC SESSIONS  
UNITED NATIONS RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Program Coordinator: Matthias Stiefel (UN Research Ins Social Development, Palais des Nations, 1211 Geneve 10, Switzerland)
Reuben Hill made his stay in Belgium instrumental for establishing contacts and stimulating family research all over Europe. East and West. Through his contacts, the very first international seminar in sociology ever held in the USSR, eventually took place in 1972 after long years of preparation. Reuben’s diplomatic way in succeeding to bring together scholars not only belonging to different but opposing ideologies, was not based on human relations technique but resulted from a very deep human understanding and almost intuitive empathy. He invested a lot of time, energy and money in maintaining his contacts.

An honorary degree in Leuven 1970, a special plenary session at the NCFR Washington meeting 1982, an award (Reuben Hill award) for the best research piece carrying his name, are some of the signs of deep respect and appreciation the academic community bestowed on him, and which he accepted with joy, some glimpse of humor, making his proudness tempered by a constant awareness of relativity.

Reuben Hill’s sudden death, September 21, 1985, in Oslo Norway came in the middle of his activities and plans for the future. He was to come to Belgium and Sweden early '86. Many of us will miss him and many of us carry on his work.
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RESEARCH COMMITTEES OF THE I.S.A.
01 Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution
02 Economy and Society
03 Community Research
04 Sociology of Education
05 Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations
06 Family Research
07 Futures Research
08 History of Sociology
09 Social Practice and Social Transformation
10 Participation, Workers' Control, and Self-Management

COMITÉS DE RECHERCHE DE L'A.I.S.
01 Forces armées et résolution des conflits
02 Economie et société
03 Recherches communautaires
04 Sociologie de l'éducation
05 Relations entre les races, les ethnies et les minorités
06 Recherches sur la famille
07 Recherches sur la futurologie
08 Histoire de la sociologie
09 Pratique sociale et transformation sociale
10 Participation, contrôle des travailleurs et autogestion

p.t.o.
| 11 | Sociology of Aging  |
| 12 | Sociology of Law   |
| 13 | Sociology of Leisure |
| 14 | Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture |
| 15 | Sociology of Medicine |
| 16 | National Movements and Imperialism |
| 17 | Sociology of Organization |
| 18 | Political Sociology |
| 19 | Sociology of Poverty, Social Welfare and Social Policy |
| 20 | Sociology of Mental Health |
| 21 | Regional and Urban Development |
| 22 | Sociology of Religion |
| 23 | Sociology of Science |
| 24 | Social Ecology |
| 25 | Sociolinguistics |
| 26 | Sociotechnics |
| 27 | Sociology of Sport |
| 28 | Social Stratification |
| 29 | Deviance and Social Control |
| 30 | Sociology of Work |
| 31 | Sociology of Migration |
| 32 | Women in Society |
| 33 | Logic and Methodology in Sociology |
| 34 | Sociology of Youth |
| 35 | Committee on Conceptual and Terminological Analysis (COCTA) |
| 36 | Alienation Theory and Research |
| 37 | Sociology of Arts |
| 38 | Biography and Society |

| 11 | Sociologie de vieillissement  |
| 12 | Sociologie du droit   |
| 13 | Sociologie du loisir |
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| 15 | Sociologie de la médecine |
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| 18 | Sociologie politique |
| 19 | Sociologie de la pauvreté, du bien-être social et de la politique sociale |
| 20 | Sociologie de la santé mentale |
| 21 | Développement régional et urbain |
| 22 | Sociologie de la religion |
| 23 | Sociologie de la science |
| 24 | Ecologie sociale |
| 25 | Sociolinguistique |
| 26 | Sociotechnique |
| 27 | Sociologie du sport |
| 28 | Stratification sociale |
| 29 | Déviance et contrôle social |
| 30 | Sociologie du travail |
| 31 | Sociologie des migrations |
| 32 | Femmes et société |
| 33 | La logique et la méthodologie dans la sociologie |
| 34 | Sociologie de la jeunesse |
| 35 | Comité sur l'analyse conceptuelle et terminologique (COCTA) |
| 36 | Théorie et recherche sur l'aliénation |
| 37 | Sociologie des arts |
| 38 | Biographie et société |
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